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Problem Statement
❖ Automated Personalized course recommendation.

❖ Factors to consider:
➢ NMAR data 
➢ Student Interest
➢ Performance of students
➢ Degree Requirements

❖ Grade data has special characteristics. For example,
➢ Students with certain majors tend to enroll in certain subjects resulting in NMAR



Characteristics of grade data



Solution

❖ Define grouping structures of grade data at different level of granularities by 
using academic features.

❖ How do you incorporate these grouping structures into existing algorithms:
➢ Popularity based Top-n Course Ranking
➢ User based Collaborative Filtering
➢ Matrix Factorization

❖ Two tasks:
➢ Grade Prediction
➢ Top-n Course Ranking



Groups



Basic Idea
❖ Grade Prediction:

➢ Grade of student s in course c is predicted by relating to how students in same group as s 
performed in c and how student s performed in the courses belonging to the same group as c

❖ Course Ranking:
➢ Special Constraints:

■ Course interest, degree requirements(regardless of expected grade)
■ In movie datasets, users give a movie a high rating if they like it, which is not true as a 

student might get a lower grade, in spite of the fact that he/she likes the course.
➢ Make Grade matrix binary

❖ For both these tasks, many models can be built by using groups with different 
levels of granularity.



Popularity based Top-n Course Ranking

❖ Rank courses for student s based on how frequently they were taken by 
students of the same group as s

❖ Ranking score is computed as the number of students belonging to the same 
group as s and have taken the course c.

❖ Denoted as Grp-Pop-1,Grp-Pop-2,...etc depending on the level of granularity 
being considered.



User Based Collaborative Filtering
❖ Predict grade of student s in course c or rank courses for student s by using:

❖ Select Ns as follows:
➢ Any student in the same group as s and has taken atleast (nc) courses that were taken by s is 

selected as a part of Ns

❖ Denoted as User-CF-1,User-CF-2,...etc depending on the level of granularity 
used.



Matrix Factorization
❖ Add context via additional bias terms
❖ Use student groups to describe the contexts in which a course is taken and 

use the course groups to describe the contexts in which a student takes a 
course.

❖ Multiple models can be defined using different groups.
➢ Denoted by MF-i-j, where i denotes the level of student group and j the level of course group

❖ Problem:
➢ Finer groups are homogeneous and can give accurate predictions, but often the bias terms 

associated can have few or zero points and wont generalize.
➢ For eg, Course: AI, Computer Science Majors: 47, Liberal Arts Majors:2.

■ Define student groups based on majors (total = 100). We have one bias with 47 data 
points, one with 2 points and 98 with 0 points.



Combining different MF models
❖ To solve this issue, build multiple MF models and combine them
❖ Latent factors are not shared among models
❖ Each model has a combination weight given by

❖ The total weight is an aggregate of all the combination weights



Combining different MF models
❖ The final prediction is given by



Top n-course Ranking

❖ Use Pairwise loss to learn the ranking of a course for a student. 



Dataset

❖ Dataset used is obtained from University of Minnesota
➢ 13 academic years
➢ 1.7 million letter grades
➢ 60,000 students
➢ 10,000 courses
➢ 10 colleges
➢ 570 course subjects
➢ 565 majors
➢ 4 academic levels
➢ 8 course levels



Defining Student and Course Groups



Comparison with other models



Comparison with other models



Recommender System 
To help Marathoners 
Achieve a 
New Personal-Best 

-Digvijay Karamchandani



Problem

- To predict a PersonalBest marathon (that is, a finish-time and a race plan) for a runner based on a 

suboptimal (non personalbest or nPB) race.

- Personal-best is defined as the race with the fastest finish-time; this may not be their true 

personal-best, but it represents their best race within the available data

- Predict achievable personalized race plan to achieve the desired PB.

- A Race-plan is a sequence of paces during each of the (5km) race segments



Dataset
- 400,000 runners from the last 12 years of the 

Chicago marathon

- Each race-record contains a set of split-times at 

regular intervals.



Technique (Recommend PB)

- Given n-1 nPB, PB pairs for every user. 

- Predict the achievable Personal best for the nth race.

- Features of nPB races are predictive of future PB times. Thus, we use the nPB parts of race-cases as 

training data and the PB times as the target prediction feature.



Technique (Recommend Race plan)

- Find the k runners with PB similar to the predicted PB.

- These are the runners with similar profile to the user

- Take a  mean relative segment paces for the k cases;



Evaluation
- Test 3 standard machine learning algorithms for 

prediction — linear regression (Reg), kNN (with k 

= 10), and elastic nets (EN) — each of these will 

typically generate different PB predictions, which 

in turn will lead to different race-plan 

recommendations.



Results



Results



Conclusion

- Novel application of recommendation systems

- Help marathoners to predict a stretch goal.

- Plenty of room to tune the techniques and evaluation criterion



Questions?



Chemical Reactant Recommendation 
Using 

a Network of Organic Chemistry

Presented by Yiwen Gong



Goal

● Suggest candidate molecules for target product synthesis

● Link-prediction over a large-scale graph based on Network of Organic 

Chemistry(NOC)

○ Graph database for known chemical reactions



NOC

● 8 million chemical reactions in US patent literature from 1976 to 2013

● Remove unimportant molecules

○ Heaviest reactant and product

■ Heavier -> more complicated

H2

H2O

O2



Chemical Fingerprints

● Similar molecules often share common chemical characteristics

● MACCS fingerprint

○ 166 chemical structures

■ Benzene ring, C-O bond

○ Bit vector representation



BPR based MF & FM

● Positive: know successful reaction

● r
ui

 = q
i
Tp

u

● Cold Start:  Linear Mapping
○ Map item/user attributes to latent 

features

○ Each item factor is expressed by a 

weighted sum of item attributes

● Feature vector
○ Product

○ Reactant

○ Attributes(MACCS)

Matrix Factorization Factorization Machines



Experiment

● Training  -  random 100,000 subset of NOC from 1976-2012

● Testing    -  reactions in 2013

● Baseline  -  Jaccard similarity using MACCS fingerprints

● Denser NOC
○ Reactions with products that have been created > 10 times



Results



Results



Questions?



Groove Radio: A Bayesian Hierarchical Model for Personalized 
Playlist Generation

Rajiv Pasricha



Motivation

● Goal: To generate a playlist of relevant tracks given a genre or seed artist
● Incorporate a variety of features (with different weights per genre)

○ Audio features (Gaussian Mixture Model over MFCC coefficients)
○ Previously played tracks (Standard Latent Factor model setting)
○ Metadata and domain semantics (Tags associated with each track)
○ Popularity features (Fraction of users who listened to the track)

● Personalize the playlist to each user
● Utilize the hierarchical music domain taxonomy: genres, sub-genres, artists



Sequence Problem → Classification Problem

● Create a “context” feature vector for the current setting
○ Includes previous track, artist, and user features

● Given context, artist, and user, model the probability of a song being recommended next:

● Normally distributed priors for users, artists, sub-genres, genres, and root features
● Gamma distributed priors for distribution variances



Graphical Model

● Use a graphical model to represent 
relationships

● Joint distribution of dataset and 
parameters



Training the Model

● Trained using variational inference
● Create an auxiliary distribution q and minimize the divergence between q 

and the actual posterior distribution p
● Each of the parameters has a Gaussian posterior distribution
● Trained using coordinate ascent: update one distribution at a time



Datasets

Groove Music Dataset

● Proprietary Microsoft dataset
○ 300k users, 500k tracks, 50k artists
○ Positive = listened to completion, negative = skipped mid-play

30Music Dataset

● Publically available set of user playlists
○ 14k users, 250k tracks, 60k artists
○ Positive = included in playlist, negative = randomly sampled



Evaluation

● Evaluation metric = AUC
● Baselines

○ Restricted versions of the proposed model (non-personalized, partial hierarchy)
○ Non-personalized MAP regression setting



Results



Results



Questions?



Gaze Prediction For 
Recommender Systems

Qian Zhao, Shuo Chang, F. Maxwell Harper, Joseph 
A. Konstan

Presented By
Sai Chaitanya Kolasani



Introduction
● Eye gaze patterns contain a rich signal concerning users preferences 

especially for systems which have a grid layout.
● This paper tries to model the user’s eye gaze pattern as a hidden markov 

model.
● The work demonstrates that incorporating eye tracking data from a small 

number of users significantly boosts gaze prediction accuracy as compared 
with only using user browsing data, even though the eye-tracked users are 
different from testing users.



Research Questions
● RQ1: How accurately can we predict gaze on items in a grid-based interface? 

– based on models trained with only user browsing data. (Specifically, item 
position in the interface, user dwell time on the page, and actions such as 
clicks, ratings and wishlistings on items.) – based on models trained with 
collected eye tracking data for a small number of users in addition to user 
browsing data. 

● RQ2: How is gaze distributed on different positions in a grid-based interface?
● RQ3: How does gaze prediction accuracy vary for different tasks or modes of 

usage?



Modelling the problem
Consider a user browsing a page in a grid layout, which has r rows and c columns 
and r ∗ c items in total. The problem is to predict fixation probability, i.e., whether 
the user has fixated, and fixation time, i.e., how long the user has fixated, on each 
of the r ∗ c items aggregating the entire browsing of the user on the page, given 
item positions, the user’s dwell time on the page and the user’s actions (e.g. 
rating, clicking or wishlisting) on some of the items



Linear Models
● For predicting fixation probability, the authors build a mixed-effect logistic 

regression model using the following three groups of features: 
● Position features: row index, ranging from 1 to r, and column index, 

ranging from 1 to c
● Dwell time: log transformed seconds spent on a page
● 1/minActionDist: the inverse of the minimum distance to actions on a 

page.
● For predicting fixation time, same set of features but a different model, (a 

two-stage hurdle linear model) is used. This model handles zero inflation 
property in training data, i.e., users have not fixated on many displayed items, 
by modeling each data point first through a logistic regression and then 
through a zero-truncated negative binomial regression.



Hidden Markov Models
‘

● initiation vector 𝛂: (length of r ∗ c) represents the categorical probability 
distribution of the initial fixation. 

● transition matrix T: (size of r ∗ c by r ∗ c) represents the categorical 
transition probabilities from previous fixation to the next.

●  emission matrix E: (size of r∗c by r∗c+1) represents the categorical action 
probabilities given the current fixation position.

● The model parameters are trained with a EM algorithm.



Inference
● Predicting based on HMM relies on the inferred responsibility parameters, i.e. 

posterior distribution P(Fi|A), denoted by a matrix R (N by r ∗ c), in which N is 
the length of the HMM sequence. 

● Si defined in Equation 1 is computed for predicting fixation probability and Li 
defined in Equation 2 is computed for predicting fixation time. The rationale 
behind these formulas lies in that P(Fi|A) tells how much responsibility fixating 
on a position takes for the observed action sequence.



Data set:

● Movielens user browsing data from November 2015.The dataset is filtered to 
remove pageviews of distractions like that of going to a movie detail page.

● The data set has 102,039 page views with associated dwell times.

Eye Tracking Data:

The gaze data of 17 subjects was collected using Tobii T60 Eye Tracker while they 
are asked to browse with different intents.

Task 1: Browsing for fun (five minutes).
Task 2: Rate 15 movies.
Task 3: Find 10 movies you’d like to watch given a three-month holiday.
Task 4: Find 5 movies you’d like to recommend to your friends
Task 5: Find 5 movies you’d like to recommend to a 12 years’ old child.



Results
RQ1:



RQ2:



RQ3:



Questions ?





Exploiting Food Choice 
Biases for Healthier Recipe 

Recommendation
Elswieler, Trattner & Harvey

Germany, Austria, UK

Presented by Stephanie Chen



Why is food choice important?
● People typically make 200 food choices every day 
● Motivators: primal instinct, simple stimuli (e.g. color), habits, goals (e.g. weight 

loss)
● People make poor decisions when stimulated

○ Hungry & surrounded by calorie-rich food
○ Emotional
○ Stressed

● “Foods that are high in calories & fat are the most palatable but are also the 
least satiating…[we] must eat an excessive quantity of them to feel full.”



Authors’ Motivation

Investigate the possibility of replacing meals predicted by 
recommender algorithms with healthier versions of 
similar recipes



Allrecipes.com Dataset 
● Webcrawler collected 242,113 recipes published between 2000 and 2015 
● Selected recipes for which all ingredients were listed in the Allrecipes.com 

food database 
● Only 58,263 recipes had nutrition information 
● Healthiness of recipe defined using “FSA health score” -- Food Standards 

Agency standards 
○ Discrete scale measuring 4 macro-nutrients: sugar, sodium, fat, saturated fat 
○ Each recipe rated from 4 (very healthy) to 12 (very unhealthy) 



Majority of recipes in dataset unhealthy



RQ1: How well can we replace unhealthy versions of 
recipes with similar recipes that have healthier 
nutritional properties? 
● Establish recipe pairs based on pairwise similarities measured using cosine 

similarity
● For a given recipe, there are typically way more dissimilar recipes than there 

are similar ones
● For a cosine similarity threshold of >= 0.23, there is a 5.1% probability of 

finding a partner recipe 



RQ1: How well can we replace unhealthy versions of 
recipes with similar recipes that have healthier 
nutritional properties? 
● From a pool of 58k recipes, there are 3.4 billion possible pairs. 
● From the 3.4B pairs, 6.8 million pairs will have a similarity of 0.8 or higher.
● Each recipe will have an average of 116 potential replacements. 
● Linear relationship between pool size and number of similar recipes 



RQ1: How well can we replace unhealthy versions of 
recipes with similar recipes that have healthier 
nutritional properties? 
● Given a target recipe, it is feasible to find a number of alternative recipes that 

are similar in terms of content, but different nutritionally (macro-nutrient 
profile). 

● Given a large enough pool, healthier recipes can typically be found. 



RQ2&3: Judging fat content
● Conducted 2 studies, comparing pairs of recipes: 

○ First: participants shown only recipe title and primary image 
○ Second: additionally provided with ingredient lists 

● Results: 
○ First: Only able to correctly identify recipe with most fat in 51.1% of cases 
○ Second: Improvement to 56.7% 

● Takeaways: 
○ First: People rely more on images than titles, but images are not more helpful in determining 

fat content. 
○ Second: Limited nutritional knowledge amongst participants, even those who described 

themselves as prioritizing health



RQ2&3: Judging fat content



RQ4: Biases influence recipe selections
● Prediction task: given a recipe pair (a,b) where recipes have a similarity >= 

0.8, predict whether a will be selected over b. 
● 76 features related to 3 cues

○ Title: 27 features derived, e.g. length in words/characters, text entropy, number of adjectives
○ Image: 5 features derived: sharpness, brightness, colorfulness, contrast, entropy
○ Ingredients: number of ingredients, characters, words
○ Popularity & Appreciation: ratings, bookmarks, comments 
○ Nutrition: FSA health score 



RQ4: Biases influence recipe selections
● Feature Selection & Classification Setup: 

○ Classifiers: Random Forest, Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes 
○ Protocol: 10-fold cross-validation 

● Prediction Results: 
○ Generate pairs from 10k randomly selected recipes from dataset 
○ User highest average rating as proxy for user choice 
○ Random Forest Classifier achieved best performance

● Summary: 
○ Strongest feature set: images, followed by popularity
○ Worst feature set: title 
○ Increasing training data set led to better performance 



● Recruited 138 participants via email & social media
○ 14 vegetarians, 3 vegans, 10 pescatarians 
○ Taste rated as most important decision factor 
○ Most said they enjoyed cooking 

● Selected recipe pairs in the top 30% in terms of difference in fat content 
○ then selected a subset of 25 pairs for which the model trained on the sample predicted the 

lowest-fat content recipe would be selected 
■ 2 models:  random forest top-10 and random forest image-based

RQ5: Nudging healthier choices 



RQ5: Nudging healthier choices 



RQ5: Nudging healthier choices 
● Random forest image-based model outperformed random forest top-10 model
● 62.2% of the time, participants chose the recipe with the least fat, i.e. the 

model predicted correctly 
○ This percentage is significantly better than random (𝛘2 = 129.9, df = 1, p < 0.01)

● Vegetarians were harder to sway: accuracy was only 56.4% 
● Caveats: 

○ Users didn’t actually make these recipes, and thus we don’t know if they would actually have 
been satisfied with the healthier food 

○ Recipe pairs were ignorant of individual user preferences (some vegetarians had to choose 
from pairs of meat-based dishes) 

● Overall, it is possible to nudge people towards healthier choices 



Dynamic Attention Deep 
Model for Article 

Recommendation by Learning 
Human Editors’ Demonstration

Xuejian Wang, Lantao Yu, Kan Ren, Guanyu Tao, Weinan 
Zhang, Yong Yu, Jun Wang

Presented by - Ajitesh Gupta



Motivation
Various kinds of news apps in use 
these days -

● Google news
● Flipboard
● SmartNews
● InShorts
● ...

Need to accumulate potential 
articles!!



The pipeline



Challenges
● Editors’ selection criteria for rich textual content is non-explicit

○ Attractiveness of the writing style
○ Preciseness

● Meta-data is a sparse property owing to its categorical nature, hence difficult 
to learn from - Author, Source Organization, Original Website

● The crawled or submitted article data distribution and the editors’ article 
selection behavior on the data are non-stationary



Proposal
● Character-level CNN for extracting document representation
● Wide and deep model for combining sparse metadata features with dense 

document embeddings
● Attention mechanism based on 2 factors -

○ Model Profile - How good is the model for making predictions about a particular type of 
article? E.g. Monday Model - Finance, Friday Model - Entertainment

○ Time Profile - How fast the model prediction on some type of articles would get out-of-date? 
E.g. Decisions about scientific articles might be comparatively more stable than decisions 
about financial articles.



Assumptions
● Each editor is supposed to act in highly objective manner so the whole 

editorial team can be considered as one article filter.
● For sake of simplicity each document is evaluated independently even though 

multiple documents can be similar to each other.
● 100 characters are enough to learn a good document representation.



Data - Proprietary dataset of ULU Technologies

Volume of total articles vs days Selection Ratio of articles vs days

● Dataset of articles being manually selected by editors, collected over 6 months
● Average article length of 900 words
● Meta-data - Author, Source Organization, Original Website
● But only first 100 characters selected for training
● Authors with less than 3 articles are discarded



Method
1. Learn K different text and metadata based binary selection prediction models, 

representing K previous steps (days) in time.
2. Use all the K models together in the attention mechanism to learn proposed 

model.



Textual Representation Learning

Embedding Function

Character Embedding set 

The raw textual input of the document
X = {c1, c2, c3, …}

Obtain features maps through convolutional 
operations with 1050 kernels. 

Use highway network to decide how much 
information to pass through non-linearity function 
and how much to directly pass on to the next layer.

Concatenate CNN learned representation with 
categorical meta-data features 



Attention Model

Model Attention

Time Attention



Testing data

● For testing authors performed a 9 day online A/B testing.
● Tests were performed between Oct 1-9. 
● Oct 1-7 is Chinese national holiday, thus they observe more article volume on 8th and 9th.



Comparison Algorithms

Model Description

CNN-text [Yoon Kim, 2014] Text-only model using a CNN for 
determining article selection.

LR-meta Categorical features only model, using 
Logistic Regression for selection.

Wide and Deep Model [Heng-Tze Cheng, 
2016] 

Combines both text and metadata using 
CNN and logistic regression to determine 
selection.

DADM Proposed model.



Results



Effect of K ( #attention-days / #models )

● The performance hits a maximum at 7 days/models, in accordance to their initial 
hypothesis that articles have periodic trend across weeks



Effect of α (Model selection vs timeliness)

● Including timeliness factor adds miniscule improvement if any to the performance, as 
such seems to have very little importance



Questions ?



Multi-Modality Disease Modelling via 
Collective Deep Matrix Factorization

 Qi Wang et. al.

Presented by Sudhanshu Bahety



Motivation - Alzheimer’s disease



Motivation



Features



Factorize each modal into:
1. Modality Specific Term and 
2. Modality Invariant Term

Why Collective Deep Matrix Factorization?

1. Limited sample size - 770 user

2. T1-MRI: 333 parameters, dMRI: 6328 parameters                         

Genotypes: 1 million parameters

3. Directly combining may result in noise and also overfitting problems

Issues:

Solution:



Fusing multiple modalities via deep matrix 
factorization

Matrix Factorization

Collective matrix factorization for 
multi-modal analysis

Capturing complex interactions via 
collective deep matrix factorization



Predictive Task

Supervised CDMF Formulation

Handling modalities with missing 

subjects

Logistic loss for classification



Predictive Task - Overview



Experiments

Dataset - Not too much data



Experiments - Results

1. Shallow CMF - 1 Hidden Layer

2. Deep CMF - 2 Hidden Layer

3. 1st layer component fixed to 162 for DCMF

4. 2nd layer component varied

5. 3 different activation functions used.

1. 90% subjects in training, rest in testing

2. Taking all modalities perform better.



Questions?



Meta-Graph Based Recommendation 
Fusion over Heterogeneous Information 
Networks

Moyuan Huang, Yan Cheng



● Nowadays large commercial recommender system often incorporate richer heterogeneous 
information.

○ Amazon: product has categories, brands, user reviews, etc.
○ Yelp: user network, location of business, categories, user reviews, etc.

● Real-world recommender systems often need to consider richer semantics with different types of 
information. Richer heterogeneous information requires development of mathematical 
representation to formulate it and a tool to compute it.

Introduction 



Introduction (cont’d)
● Heterogeneous information networks (HINs) have been proposed as a general data representation 

for many different kind of data.
○ scholar network data
○ knowledge graph

● At first, HINs were used to handle entity search and similarity measure problems. But now, HINs 
have extended to handle heterogeneous entity recommendation problems.

● HIN first builds a network schema of the heterogeneous network.
○ Yelp: network schema defined over entity type User, Reviews, Word, Business, etc.

● It then defines semantic relatedness constrained, by entity type, by the similarities between two 
entities along meta-path.
○ User → Review → Word → Review → Business



Introduction (cont’d)

● Two major challenges applying meta-path based similarities to recommender systems:
○ Meta-path may not be the best way to characterize richer semantics.

■ if want to capture “User1 and User2 review the same type of business, and at the same 
time, they mention the same word ‘seafood’”

○ Different meta-path or meta-graphs result in different similarities. How to assemble them in 
an effective way is another challenge.



Introduction (cont’d)
● Solution: a new principles way to fully combine different latent features.

○ (instead of using meta-path) use meta-graph for heterogeneous recommendation.
○ (instead of computing the recovered matrices directly)  use all of the latent features of all 

meta-graph.
○ (inspired by PCA + LDA) apply matrix factorization(MF) + factorization machine (FM) to 

recommendation problem. 
■ compute the user-item similarity matrix under the guidance of the meta-graph
■ use unsupervised MF to factorize it into set of user and item latent vectors
■ use FM to assemble different sets of user and item vectors to learn from the rating 

matrix.
■ introduce an l2,1-norm regularization over the parameters to effectively select useful 

meta-graphs.



● Meta-graph: A directed acyclic graph. Its nodes can be of different types(User, Business, Review). 
Its edges can also be of different types(Check-in, Mention, etc)

● The meta-graph can represent the relation in data more effectively: A complex example relation 
where a meta-path can’t handle

Framework - Meta-graph based Similarity 



● Commuting matrix is used to compute the counting based similarity for meta-graph
○ WRB: adjacency matrix between type R and type B

● The commuting matrix is then used to compute the similarity R, where Rij represents the 
similarity between user i and item j along the meta-graph.

● Together we can compute L similarity matrixes, where L is the number of meta-graph.

Framework - Meta-graph based Similarity 



● Latent features are computed using Matrix Factorization(MF)
○ assume that the users’ preference are controlled by a small number of factors, the similarity 

matrix R can be factorized into two low-rank matrices, U and B, which represents the latent 
features of users’ preference and items, respectively.

○ L different similarity matrices yield L groups of latent features, U(1), B(1), U(2), B(2), ... , U(L), 
B(L)

Framework - Meta-graph based Latent Features 



● for a sample xn, we concatenate all the corresponding user and item features from the Us and Bs

● Use Factorization Machine(FM) to compute the predicted rating

● parameters can be learned by minimizing the mean squared loss

Framework - Recommendation Model



● Problems in the FM
○ it may bring noise when working with many meta-graphs thus impairing the predicting 

capability of the model

○ computational costs

Framework - Recommendation Model



● Solution: add Group lasso regularization, a feature 
selection method on group of variables

○ for the first order parameters w, wl models the weights 
for a group of user or item features from on 
meta-graph

○ for the second order parameters V, the l-th block of V 
corresponding to the l-th meta-graph based features in 
a sample.

Framework - Recommendation Model

first order second order



● To tackle the non-convex, non-smooth objective function, use a proximal gradient algorithm:                                    
the non-monotonous accelerated proximal gradient (nmAPG) algorithm

○ non-smoothness is handled by the proximal steps which have cheap closed-form solution.
○ time complexity: O(TKNd)

■ K: dimension of factorizing the second order parameter
■ d: d = 2LF is the number of features in every sample.
■ N: number of all observations
■ T: assuming T iterations in total

Model Optimization



● Traditional Approaches: uses only the user-item rating matrix
○ RegSVD: basic matrix factorization with L2 regularization 
○ FMR: factorization machine

● HIN Based: meta-path based similarity between users and items
○ HeteRec
○ SemRec: includes rating value into HIN, resulting in a weighted graph with more 

information
● Proposed: meta-graph based similarity between users and items

○ FMG

Experiment - Baseline Models



● Yelp-200K
● Amazon Electronics-200K
● CIKM-Yelp (from previous work)
● CIKM-Douban (from previous work)

Lower density, more # of samples provides bigger challenge

* 200K: dataset includes around 200,000 ratings in the user-item rating matrices.

Experiment - Datasets



● Root-mean-square-error (RMSE): smaller value indicates better performance

○ R test is the set of all user-item pairs(i,j) in the test set
○ Rij is the predicted rate of the user ui to the item bj
○ R^ij is the oberved ratings of user ui to item bj in the test set.

Experiment - Evaluation Metric



Experiment - Results

● FMG consistently beats all baselines on all datasets, demonstrating the effectiveness of the method.
● SecRec crashed the server on Amazon-200k, reflecting the importance of scalability



Experiment - Results

● meta-graphs selected by Group lasso regularization:
○ both first order(w) and second order(V) interactions are important to the model, which is 

ignored by previous model
○ complex graph structures(M6, M9) is determined to be important for item-part. Previous 

model aren’t able to handle this because they only use meta-path instead of meta-graph



Experiment - Results

● performance with single meta-graph:
○ for M9 in Yelp and M6 in Amazon, 

the performance is among the best 
three, which again demonstrate the 
usefulness and necessity of such 
complex relation



Questions?


